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Challenges Wearing process can be very slow
- We cannot get enough information by monitoring a

single target
- Too few measurement campaigns lead to

unreliable information

Differences between targets
- Environmental variables affect the wearing
- Driving parameters can affect the wearing

Machine is not necessarily operated
optimally
- Machine can be driven with old established way

that may not be optimal
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Key idea
Information from several comparable
measurement campaigns
‒ Increased reliability of estimates
‒ Information can include best practices from

operating machinery
‒ Information from varying operating

conditions/environments
‒ Companies or operators with comparable

machinery could get more comprehensive analysis
services
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Key idea
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Key idea
‒ Information about a single target can

include calculations with several different
algorithms

‒ Fault identification characteristics could
be shared

‒ Monitoring data should be target specific
‒ Asset lifecycle management
‒ Fast feedback for the customer

- analysis reports
- alerts
- real-time status
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Stress
monitoring

Stress indices
‒ Indicate momentary stress
‒ Can be used to identify high stress areas in

operation

Generalized norms

‒ indicates the order of the norm
‒ Norm values can be scaled to linguistic levels

-2 -1 0 1                 2
Very low low        normal         high        very high
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Stress indices
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Stress
monitoring

Cumulative stress
‒ Continuous calculation of norms needed
‒ Indicates the significant stress cycles
‒ Can be used in the estimating of remaining useful

life
‒ Changes in slope indicate changes in condition
‒ Stress index scaling function can be updated

recursively to correspond the changed condition
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Cumulative stress
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Local
calculation

Data preprocessing
‒ Meaningful information for the analyses

‒ Possibility to use advanced monitoring methods

‒ Dense raw data is difficult or impossible to transfer
continuously

‒ Raw data can be stored at the site if needed
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Benefits
‒ More accurate analyses for the user

- Decreased down-time
- Information for the process control
- Increased operational time through best practices

‒ Information for the product development
- Manufacturers can offer more targeted solutions for the

customers with varying environments

‒ New business for the companies
- New analysis services for automation or analysis companies
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Summary

‒ Tool for predictive maintenance and
process control

‒ Concept to achieve comparable
measurement campaigns for increased
prediction reliability

‒ Potential for new business
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Thank you!

Questions?


